POWERHOUSE PARRAMATTA
FACTSHEET

ARCHAEOLOGY AND
HERITAGE
As part of the Environmental Impact
Statement, Infrastructure NSW
commissioned three independent and
separate reports to assess the European
and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage within
the site of Powerhouse Parramatta and
the surrounding areas.
Powerhouse Parramatta is uniquely
positioned to embed ongoing heritage
interpretation principles, themes and
stories of the Heritage Interpretation
Strategy across the multiple components
of Powerhouse Parramatta.
This factsheet explores archaeology
and heritage associated with the
project site.

OVERVIEW
As part of the Environmental Impact Statement,
Infrastructure NSW commissioned three independent
and separate reports to assess the European and
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage within the site of
Powerhouse Parramatta and the surrounding areas.
The Statement of Heritage Impact assesses the
potential impacts that constructing and operating
Powerhouse Parramatta may have on the significance
of heritage items, archaeology and any conservation
areas located on the site and the surrounding area.
The Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment Report
outlines the process of investigating, consulting and
assessing Aboriginal cultural heritage and Aboriginal
archaeology within the site. It provides a number of
recommendations to manage Aboriginal cultural
heritage throughout project planning.
The Archaeological Research Design report has been
prepared to guide site investigations to determine the
nature and extent of any archaeological remains.
Several items of heritage and archaeological significance
were identified on the site and in the surrounding area.
It should be noted that the site is not located on
or in the vicinity of any heritage conservation areas,
any heritage landscape, or any site subject to an
Interim Heritage Order.

Powerhouse Museum Smoking Ceremony 2019
Photo: Syrenne Anu
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ABORIGINAL ARCHAEOLOGY
The Parramatta River is of high cultural and spiritual
significance to the local Aboriginal community
of Parramatta.

Two strategies have been recommended to mitigate
the potential impact of the project to Aboriginal
archaeological and cultural heritage.

The areas of the site with street level parking areas have
significant archaeological potential, as concrete and
asphalt surfaces may have protected these items.

 Further archaeological investigation to understand
the nature and extent of any subsurface items

Due to the excavation to build the existing riverside
carpark as well as flooding, scouring and land reclamation
activities along the river, there is little potential for
archaeological significant items in the riverfront area.
There is the potential for the project to impact possible
archaeological deposits and relics during construction,
so further investigation is required to understand the
nature and extent of any archaeological remains.

 Preserving the culture, history and stories within
Powerhouse Parramatta for generations to come
through Aboriginal Heritage Interpretation.
This will celebrate the history and cultural heritage of
the local Dharug people and wider local Aboriginal
communities of Greater Sydney and NSW.

Grindstone and mill, stone, Australia, c. 1900. Powerhouse Collection.
Gift of Dr G A Machattie, 1993. Photo: Ryan Hernandez
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EUROPEAN-SETTLEMENT
HERITAGE AND ARCHAEOLOGY
Several items of heritage and archaeological significance on
the site and in the surrounding area have been identified:
 Willow Grove, a two-storey villa of Victorian Italianate
style built in the 1880s, recognised as significant at a
local level for aesthetic and representative reasons with
mature trees surrounding the building.
 The St George’s Terrace, seven two-storey terrace
houses from 1881, recognised as significant at a local
level for historical and aesthetic reasons and are the
only remaining two-storey terrace group in Parramatta.
They are highly modified having undergone substantial
alterations and additions.
 Three areas known as Archaeological Management Units
are located on the site and hold historic heritage significance
to the development of Parramatta, dating back to convict
and colonial periods, which have the potential to contain
relics and artifacts from early settlement.
 Lennox Bridge is located within close vicinity of the site
and is an item of State Heritage significance.

Archaeology
Three areas known as Archaeological Management Units
have been identified on the Powerhouse Parramatta site as
having potential local and state significant archaeology.
the areas are located near Willow Grove, St George’s Terrace
and the river foreshore near Lennox Bridge.
They have the potential to contribute knowledge of
establishing and developing Australia’s second colony
settlement, and provide evidence relating to the
nineteenth century occupation in the area.
Overall, the assessment confirms that the site has a moderate
to high potential to contain archaeological evidence
associated with phases of previous occupation on the site,
some from the early township. The south eastern corner of
the site near Phillip Street and Wilde Avenue may contain
items from the town’s early development, and any substantial
items that are found are likely to be of s tate significance.
Impact to possible archaeological deposits and relics
will be managed during construction, and is detailed on
the last page.
Photograph of Church Street, Parramatta, Kerry and Co,
Sydney, c. 1884–1917 (detail). Powerhouse Collection
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PRESERVATION OF LOCAL HERITAGE ITEMS
More than 90 per cent of submissions to the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) raised loss of heritage as a key
concern. In response to this feedback, the NSW Government
is taking steps to preserve the two local heritage items
located on the Powerhouse Parramatta site.

St George’s Terrace
The overall footprint of the eastern building has been
reduced on Phillip Street as part of the ongoing design
development process. This enables the original heritage
portion of St George’s Terrace to be retained, where
previously this could not be facilitated by the design
lodged with the EIS.
The building has had many alterations over the years
so work will focus on restoring it to its original historic
character and determining an adaptive reuse.
Further heritage assessments and design work will
confirm the heritage conservation approach and
integration with Powerhouse Parramatta.

Willow Grove
Willow Grove was built in the 1880’s and has had many
uses as a private residence, a nursing and maternity
hospital, accommodation for Government staff and a
hospitality venue. It has been modified and renovated
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and
has not been available for public access for many years.
While it cannot be retained on site, the relocation of
Willow Grove presents an incredible opportunity to return
the building to the community and continue to protect
it for future generations.
The NSW Government is investigating potential sites
within the Parramatta North precinct, that are outside of
the nationally significant Heritage Core. An opportunity
may include a parkland setting which would allow for far
superior community access and enjoyment.
A relocation would use historic fabric of the building and
aim to restore the building to its original state. It would
maintain conversation values of the existing heritage item,
while meeting modern building and equal access codes
that the community require.
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Artist’s impression of Willow Grove, relocated to a parkland setting

Process for relocation of Willow Grove

Detailed archival
recording and heritage
assessments

Detailed
feasibility
assessments to
determine the
methodology for
relocation

Work to carefully
deconstruct
Willow Grove

Site selection,
consultation
on options for
reuse and
relevant planning
approvals

Reconstruction of
Willow Grove
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MANAGING HERITAGE THROUGH
CONSTRUCTION

HERITAGE
INTERPRETATION

Powerhouse Parramatta has been designed to minimise
excavation and potential impacts on archaeology
where possible.

A Heritage Interpretation Strategy will be implemented
to mitigate the cultural impact of removing the local
heritage items from the site. On balance, the loss of local
heritage from the site is outweighed by the significant
positive cultural impacts associated with the delivery of
a world leading cultural institution that will make its own
unique and important contribution to the cultural heritage
of Parramatta, particularly through a major focus on
highlighting First Nations culture, science and technology.

A framework will be prepared and implemented during
construction to cover supervision of works, as well as a
methodology for dealing with any unexpected finds.
During construction, the contractor will salvage
significant items found to be re-used and interpreted
as part of Powerhouse Parramatta.
Appropriate construction management will ensure there
is no physical impact to the nearby Lennox Bridge.

The Heritage Interpretation Strategy outlines the
approach, and commitment made by Powerhouse
Parramatta, to the ongoing heritage interpretation of
its site in several forms.
It takes into consideration the feedback received during
the exhibition of the Powerhouse Parramatta State
Significant Development Application. Specifically,
it outlines the history of the site and its peoples, relevant
policies and guidelines, consultation to date, heritage
interpretation themes and elements, and future
programming to realise ongoing heritage interpretation.
Powerhouse Parramatta is uniquely positioned to embed
ongoing heritage interpretation principles, themes and
stories of the Heritage Interpretation Strategy across the
multiple components of Powerhouse Parramatta. These
include the following forms of heritage interpretation:
 Permanent: landscape design, buildings and public
spaces, and the Powerhouse Collection.
 Programmatic: exhibition programs, public programs,
Powerlab with connections into Powerhouse Research,
Oral History Program, Rooftop Garden, Powerlab
Kitchen, Powerhouse Culinary Archive, National
Indigenous Science Centre, Research Library and the
Powerhouse Academy.
 Strategic: Partnerships and cross-institutional
collaborations.
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